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this is a pointer to a memory location that is outside of the current program's memory. it is
important to distinguish between variable and constant. a variable is always changing, whereas a
constant is the same throughout the program. so, for example, int* const is always referring to the
same memory address, whereas int* is a variable that changes with every program execution. it is

possible to perform attacks like the stack-based buffer overflow attack on this type of pointer. this is
a pointer, which points to some object in memory, but is not a constant. this pointer is used to point
to objects that are not known in advance. it is possible to perform attacks like the stack-based buffer

overflow attack on this type of pointer. in general, the semantics of this type of pointer are quite
simple. this pointer can point to some object that is known in advance. this type of pointer is suitable

for allocating and de-allocating memory. it is also used to access elements that are known in
advance. one of the advantages of this pointer is that it does not cause any problems to the code,

and it is possible to perform attacks like the stack-based buffer overflow attack on this type of
pointer. this is similar to an int* pointer, except that it can point to any object in memory and not just

integer objects. this pointer should only be used when the programmer knows that the object is
constant throughout the program. this type of pointer is useful when you need to perform attacks

like the stack-based buffer overflow attack.
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an i8080 pointer was an 80k segment pointer. this was the default pointer size for the 8080
processor, and if you didn't explicitly specify the pointer size when you declared a pointer, it would
default to 80k. for example, if you declared a as a near pointer, this would be used to reference any
code. if you declared b as a far pointer, this would be used to reference any machine language. the

code would be in the same segment as the global variables, the stack, and the heap. the 8080
processor had a 64k code segment. the small memory model would have a 64k global variables

segment and the malloc heap segment, and the 64k code segment. the tiny memory model would
have all 64k segments available to the programmer. the small model would be used for 6502

processors, and the tiny memory model would be used for 8080, z80, and 6502 processors. a near
pointer can be used to read or write the machine language. it can also be used to read or write the
global variables segment. for example, if a global variable var was declared as a near pointer, the

var memory location could be read as the 6502 processor would expect it, and the pointer could be
used to write a 6502 instruction to set the global variable. in addition, the var memory location can

be used to access the stack. for example, if the var was declared as a near pointer, the stack pointer
could be set using it. this means that the stack could be accessed without having to be saved. the

stack is a segment of memory that contains the top of the stack. 5ec8ef588b
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